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What Does Study Design Mean?

• A study design is a specific plan or protocol for 
conducting the study, which allows the investigator 
to translate the conceptual hypothesis into an 
operational one.



Exactly what are you planning to 
do? 
PICO

P - who are the patients or what’s the problem?

I - what is the intervention or exposure?

C – what is the comparison group?

O - what is the outcome or endpoint?



More on PICO

Patients
• disease or condition
• stage, severity
• demographic characteristics (age, gender, etc.)
Intervention
• type of intervention or exposure
• dose, duration, timing, route, etc.
Comparison
• risk or treatment
• placebo or other active treatment
Outcome
• frequency, risk, benefit, harm
• dichotomous or continuous
• type: mortality, morbidity, quality of life, etc.



Study Design:
Qualitative and Quantitative
• Qualitative 

• Quantitative



Qualitative vs. Quantitative
Qualitative

• Understanding

• Interview/observation

• Discovering frameworks

• Textual (words)

• Theory generating

• Quality of informant more important than 
sample size

• Subjective

• Embedded knowledge

• Models of analysis: fidelity to text or words 
of interviewees

Quantitative

• Prediction

• Survey/questionnaires

• Existing frameworks

• Numerical

• Theory testing (experimental)

• Sample size core issue in reliability of data 

• Objective

• Public

• Model of analysis:parametric, non-
parametric



Study Design: 
Primary and Secondary
• Primary

• Observational
• studies that do not involve any intervention or experiment.

• Experimental
• studies that entail manipulation of the study factor (exposure) 

and randomization of subjects to treatment (exposure) groups

• Secondary



Study Design: 
Primary and Secondary
• Primary: where the investigator is the first to 

collect the data.  Sources include: medical 
examinations, interviews, observations, etc. Merits: 
less measurement error, suits objectives of the 
study better.  Disadvantage: costly, may not be 
feasible.

• Secondary: where the data is collected by OTHERS, 
for other purposes that those of the current study. 



Study Design:
Analytic and Descriptive
• Descriptive studies

• Generate hypotheses

• Answer what, who, where, and when

• Analytic studies
• Test hypotheses

• Answer why and how



Descriptive Studies: 

• Case Report

• Case Series

• Cross Sectional 



Descriptive Studies: Case Report

• An article that describes the clinical course of 1 
or 2 patients

• Typically consist of complaints, examination 
findings, diagnosis, treatment, and outcome

• Case reports often provide early evidence of new 
diseases, treatments, or adverse effects

• No hypothesis, data analysis, or generalizable 
conclusion is possible



Descriptive Studies: Case Report, 
Cont’d

Purposes  Detect rare conditions  

 Educational value 

 Learn how other doctors manage certain cases

 Generate hypotheses 

Limitations  Susceptible to many biases 

 Unable to test hypotheses

 Does not determine the effectiveness of an 

intervention

 Unable to generalize results to other patients 

or practices



Famous Case Reports

• Sigmund Freud reported on numerous cases, 
including Anna O., Dora, Little Hans, Rat Man, 
and Wolf Man

• Frederick Treves reported on "The Elephant 
Man"

• Paul Broca reported on language impairment 
following left hemisphere lesions in the 1860s.

• Joseph Jules Dejerine reported on a case of 
pure alexia.

• William MacIntyre reported on a case of 
multiple myeloma (described in the 1840s).

• Christiaan Barnard described the world's first 
heart transplant[18] as a case report

• W. G. McBride, Thalidomide Case Report 
(1961). The Lancet 2:1358.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sigmund_Freud
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anna_O.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dora_(case_study)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oedipus_complex#Little_Hans:_a_case_study_by_Freud
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rat_Man
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sergei_Pankejeff
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sir_Frederick_Treves,_1st_Baronet
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Merrick
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Broca
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Jules_Dejerine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pure_alexia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_MacIntyre
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multiple_myeloma
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christiaan_Barnard
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heart_transplant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Case_report#cite_note-18


Descriptive Studies: Case Series

• Experience of a group of patients with a similar 
diagnosis

• Cases may be identified from a single or multiple 
sources

• Generally report on new/unique condition

• May be only realistic design for rare disorders



Case Report

Case Series

One case of unusual

findings

Multiple cases of

findings



Cause and Effect

Cause Effect



Cause and Effect

• David Hume an influential philosopher, said that to 
infer cause and effect:

1. cause and effect must occur close together in time 
(contiguity)

2. the cause must occur before an effect does

3. the effect should never occur without the presence of 
the cause







Cause and Effect: Cont’d

• The shortcomings of Hume’s criteria led John Stuart 
Mill (1865) to add a further criterion: 
• that all other explanations of the cause–effect 

relationship be ruled out.

• Put simply, Mill proposed that,
• to rule out confounding variables, an effect should be 

present when the cause is present and that when the 
cause is absent the effect should be absent also.



Analytic Studies: Basic Question

• Are exposure and disease linked?

Exposure Disease





Analytic Studies: Basic Question

•Look to link exposure and disease
•What is the exposure?
•Who are the exposed?
•What are the potential health 

effects?
•What approach will you take to study 

the relationship between exposure 
and effect?



Analytic Studies: Cross-Sectional

• An “observational” design that surveys exposures 
and disease status at a single point in time  (a 
cross-section of the population)

time

Study only exists at this point in time



time

Study only exists at this point in time

Study

population

No Disease

Disease

factor present

factor absent

factor present

factor absent





Analytic Studies: Cross-Sectional

• Often used to study conditions that are relatively 
frequent with long duration of expression (nonfatal, 
chronic conditions)

• It measures prevalence, not incidence of disease

• Example: community surveys

• Not suitable for studying rare or highly fatal 
diseases or a disease with short duration of 
expression



Analytic Studies: Cross-Sectional

•Disadvantages
• Weakest observational design,                            

(it measures prevalence, not incidence of 
disease).  Prevalent cases are survivors

• The temporal sequence of exposure and 
effect may be difficult or impossible to 
determine

• Usually don’t know when disease 
occurred

• Rare events a problem.  Quickly emerging 
diseases a problem



Analytic Studies: Case-Control

•an “observational” design 
comparing exposures in disease 
cases vs. healthy controls from 
same population
•exposure data collected 
retrospectively
•most feasible design where disease 
outcomes are rare 



Study

population

Cases

(disease)

Controls

(no disease)

factor present

factor absent 

factor present

factor absent

present
past

time

Study begins here





Analytic Studies: Case-Control

• Strengths

• Less expensive and time consuming

• Efficient for studying rare diseases

• Limitations

• Inappropriate when disease outcome for a specific 
exposure is not known at start of study

• Exposure measurements taken after disease 
occurrence

• Disease status can influence selection of subjects



Analytic Studies: Cohort

• an “observational” design comparing 
individuals with a known risk factor or 
exposure with others without the risk 
factor or exposure

• looking for a difference in the risk 
(incidence) of a disease over time

• best observational design

• data usually collected prospectively (some 
retrospective) 
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Timeframe of Studies 

• Prospective Study - looks forward, looks to the 
future, examines future events, follows a 
condition, concern or disease into the future

time

Study begins here



Analytic Studies: Prospective 
Cohort

Measure exposure

and confounder

variables

Exposed

Non-exposed

Outcome

OutcomeBaseline

time

Study begins here



Timeframe of Studies 

• Retrospective Study - “to look back”, looks back 
in time to study events that have already occurred

time

Study begins here



Analytic Studies: Retrospective 
Cohort

Measure exposure

and confounder

variables

Exposed

Non-exposed

Outcome

OutcomeBaseline

time

Study begins here



Analytic Studies: Cohort

• Strengths
• Exposure status determined before disease 

detection
• Subjects selected before disease detection
• Can study several outcomes for each exposure

• Limitations
• Expensive and time-consuming
• Inefficient for rare diseases or diseases with long 

latency
• Loss to follow-up





Experimental Studies

• Investigator can “control” the exposure

• Akin to laboratory experiments except living 
populations are the subjects

• Generally involves random assignment to groups

• Clinical trials are the most well known experimental 
design

• The ultimate step in testing causal hypotheses



Experimental Studies

• In an experiment or trial, we are interested in the 
consequences of some treatment on some 
outcome.

• The subjects in the study who actually receive the 
treatment of interest are called the treatment or 
study group.

• The subjects in the study who receive no 
treatment or a different treatment are called the 
comparison or control group.



”An epidemiological experiment in which
subjects in a population are randomly
allocated into groups, usually called study
and control groups to receive and not
receive an experimental preventive or
therapetuic procedure, maneuver, or
interventition”

John M.Last, 2001



Experimental Studies

Blinded Not blinded

Randomised Not randomised

Controlled Not controlled

Trial



Experimental Studies: Randomized 
Controlled Trials (RCTs)

• A design with subjects randomly assigned 
to “treatment” and “comparison” groups

• Provides most convincing evidence of 
relationship between exposure and effect

• Not possible to use RCTs to test effects of 
exposures that are expected to be harmful, 
for ethical reasons 
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Experimental Studies: 
Randomized Controlled Trials 
(RCTs)
• the “gold standard” of research designs

• provides most convincing evidence of 
relationship between exposure and effect

• Best evidence study design
• No inclusion bias (using blinding)
• Controlling for possible confounders
• Comparable Groups (using  randomization

trials of hormone replacement therapy in 
menopausal women found no protection for 
heart disease, contradicting findings of prior 

observational studies



Experimental Studies: Randomized 
Controlled Trials (RCTs)

•Disadvantages
• Large trials (may affect statistical power)

• Long term follow-up (possible losses)

• Compliance

• Expensive

• Public health perspective ?

• Possible ethical questions



Experimental Studies: Blinding in 
Randomized Controlled Trials (RCTs)

• Knowledge on study regimes might influence the evaluation 
of the outcome

• Blinding
• Hiding information about the allocated study regimes 

from key participants in a trial
• Depending on outcome of interest
• Ethics, feasibility, compromise
• Single, Double, Triple 



Secondary Studies 

• Narrative Reviews

• Systematic Reviews
• Meta-analysis 



Secondary Studies: Narrative 
Review
• Relies  on experts to gather evidence and 

synthesize findings.

• may be evidence-based, but they are NOT evidence 
(research)

• They usually lack systematic search protocols or 
explicit criteria for selecting and appraising 
evidence.



Secondary Studies: Systematic 
Review
• Systematic undertaking of a review with a focused 

research question that tries to identify, appraise, 
select and synthesise all high quality research 
evidence relevant to that question.

• seek to answer clearly formulated questions

• uses rigorous, explicit protocols to identify, select 
and appraise relevant research studies

• To minimize bias, systematic reviews include or 
exclude evidence on the basis of explicit quality 
criteria.



Narrative vs. Systematic
Narrative Review

• Investigate a clearly defined topic or 
question.

• Literature is gathered using explicit search 
protocols.

• Studies selected for the review using a 
protocol that specifies inclusion, exclusion 
criteria.

• Data from primary study may be 
synthesized in a meta-analysis. Evidence 
"grades" may be applied to individual 
studies.

• When evidence is lacking, the authors 
usually recommend further research.

Systematic Review

• Intended to provide an overview of an area.

• Explicit, systematic literature search protocol 
not used.

• Studies used to support the reviewers' 
recommendations are not selected 
according to an explicit, predetermined 
protocol.

• May use a level of evidence rating system to 
"grade" the quality and strength of 
individual studies. 

• When evidence is lacking, the authors make 
recommendations based on their opinions 
and experience. Recommendations may be 
"graded" based on the consistency and 
strength of the underlying evidence.





Systematic reviews

Yes

Good 
quality 
reviews

Poor 
quality 
reviews

No

Primary 
studies

Yes

Poor quality studyGood quality study

No

Review of reviews

Conduct Systematic 
reviews

Design and conduct 
primary study

Survey of 
practice

EBM



Formulate research / 

policy conclusions

Search 

bibliographic 

databases

Identify possible 

papers from 

titles/abstracts

Retrieve papers

Extract data

Further selection of 

primary studies 

using inclusion 

criteria

Synthesis

Formulate 

research 

question 

Design 

search 

strategy 

Quality 

appraisal 



Level of Scientific Evidence




